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Substantial economic progress in 2021
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Inflation is elevated
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Virus risks remain
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Big questions for 2022

- Will workers who have stayed on the sidelines during the pandemic come back into the labor market?

- Will inflation abate? Or will elevated wage and price increases become built into regular plans for households and business?

- How will Covid-19 impact ongoing recovery?
Labor force is smaller by 3.5 million workers
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Labor market recovery varies by industry
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Older workers and women less likely to be working

**Labor Force Participation by Age**
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Will workers remain on the sidelines?
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Higher wages may play important role
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Demand patterns have changed

Real Personal Consumption Expenditures
(index, Feb 2020 = 100)

Note: Dashed lines indicate 5-year trend from Feb. 2015 through Feb. 2020
Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis via FRED and internal calculations.
Supply chains have been disrupted
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Demand and supply shifts impact inflation patterns
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Longer-run inflation expectations fairly stable
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Monetary policy adjustment important
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Continued recovery ahead
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Note: Projected rates are based on median forecasts from December SEPs
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Inflation is projected to moderate
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Virus remains a wildcard
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Questions?